
6.3 Solving Systems by Elimination
Objectives:

To solve a system of equations using elimination



Steps to Solving a System by the Elimination 
Method

1. Multiply one or both equations by a real number so that 
when the equations are added together one variable 
will cancel out.

2. Add the 2 equations together.  Solve for the remaining 
variable.

3. Substitute the value form step 2 into one of the original 
equations and solve for the other variable.

4. Write the solution as an ordered pair (x,y).



Example 1
Use elimination to solve the system.

8x 2y 10

4x 15 3y

  


 

4x – 3y = 15

write in standard form8x + 2y = -10
multiply as needed(-2)(           )  (   )(-2)

8x + 2y = -10
-8x + 6y = -30 addition property

8y = -40
y = -5

8x + 2(-5) = -10
8x - 10 = -10

8x = 0
x = 0

(0,-5) 

Therefore, it is 
Consistent / 
Independent



Example 2
Use elimination to solve the system.

5x 3y 12

5x 3y 15

 


 

5x + 3y = 15

write in standard form5x + 3y = 12
multiply as needed(-1) (           )  (   )(-1)

5x + 3y = 12
-5x – 3y = -15 addition property

0 = -3 

huh? There is no solution!  
The lines are parallel.

The system is Inconsistent



Example 3
Use elimination to solve the system.

16x 9y 8

4x 2.25y 2

 


 

4x – 2.25y = 2

write in standard form16x – 9y = 8
multiply as needed(-4)(                )  ( )(-4)

16x - 9y = 8
-16x + 9y = -8 addition property

0 = 0 
Since Always 

true?

Consistent / Dependent

The solution is all points on the 
graph of either equation… they 
are the same line.



Practice
Use elimination to solve each system.

4x 4y 8

x 4y 12

 


 

1)

2x 3y 5

x 2y 4

  


  

2)

(4, 2)

(2,-3)



You make large & small wreaths to sell at a fair.  Large are 
$12 each & small are $8 each.  You can only display 40 
wreaths in your booth and want to make $400.  How many of 
each size should you bring?  Solve by using the Substitution 
Method.

L+S=40

12L+8S=400

Solve 1st eqn for L

L=40-S

12(40-S)+8S=400

480-12S+8S=400

-4S=-80

S=20 small wreaths

L=40-20

L=20 large wreaths



You plan to work 200 hrs this summer mowing lawns & babysitting.  You 
need to make a total of $1300.  Babysitting pays $6 per hr and mowing 
pays $8 per hr.  How many hours should you work at each job?  Solve by 
using the Elimination Method.

b+m=200

6b+8m=1300

m = # hours mowing

b = # hrs babysitting

m=50 hours
b=150 hours

Now use elimination method to solve just like all the other 
examples that have previously been cover. Hint: Multiply the top 
equation by -6 to get the b values to be opposite in value so that 
they will eliminate each other…. 


